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S U M M A R Y
This study uses an ensemble Kalman method for near-surface seismic site characterization
of 154 network earthquake monitoring stations in California to improve the resolution of
S-wave velocity (VS) and P-wave velocity (VP) profiles—up to the resolution depth—coupled
with better quantification of uncertainties compared to previous site characterization studies
at this network. These stations were part of the Yong et al. site characterization project, with
selected stations based on future recordings of ground motions that are expected to exceed
10 per cent peak ground acceleration in 50 yr. To estimate VS and VP from experimental
dispersion data, Yong et al. investigated these stations using linearized (local search and
iteration) routines, and Yong et al. later studied a subset of these stations using nonlinear (global
search and optimization) routines. In both studies, the selection of model parameters—that is,
discretization of the VS and VP profiles with only five fixed thickness layers—was mainly based
on trial and error. In contrast, this paper uses an approximate Bayesian method to assimilate
experimental dispersion data and sequentially update an ensemble of particle estimates that
span the VS and VP parameter spaces. Doing so, we systematically determine the most probable
profiles conditioned on the experimental dispersion data, the introduced noise levels, and a
priori knowledge in the form of physical constraints. We consider two configurations to
discretize the soil depth from the surface to half of the maximum discernible wavelength
obtained from the experimental dispersion data, namely refined and coarse models, and two
initial models for each configuration to study solution multiplicity. Our results suggest that
using the refined model for the top surface layers improves the resolution of near-surface site
characteristics and the model’s success rate in capturing dispersion data at high frequencies.
All models result in similar VS but distinct VP profiles, with increasing uncertainty at deeper
layers, suggesting that the fundamental mode of Rayleigh wave dispersion data is not adequate
to constrain the P-wave velocity profile and the S-wave velocity close to the resolution depth.

Key words: Inverse theory; Tomography; Earthquake hazards; Site effects; Surface waves
and free oscillations.

1 I N T RO D U C T I O N

Knowledge about subsurface geological conditions beneath seismographic recording stations is key when accounting for seismic site effects
that were commonly known to yield devastating earthquake motions. In this regard, the two main seismic site parameters are the 1-D shear
wave velocity (VS) profile (Kramer 1996) and the time-averaged VS of the top 30 m from the surface (VS30, Borcherdt 1994). In practice, 1-D
VS profiles are used as a key input for ground response analyses and VS30 as an index to categorize seismic site classes in hazard maps and
design codes, and as an input parameter of ground motion prediction equations.

VS profiles, and the calculated VS30, are derived from direct field recordings of ground motions through either invasive or non-invasive
geophysical site characterization methods (Boore 2006). For the invasive methods (e.g. active-source P–S suspension logging), receivers are
emplaced below the surface within a vertically oriented borehole, and either surface and/or downhole located sources are used. These methods
are generally considered more reliable because shear wave traveltimes are recorded by receivers at various depth intervals throughout the
near-surface medium of interest. However, invasive methods fundamentally require drilling a borehole (sometimes, two or more), limiting
their applications due to economic and logistical reasons. On the other hand, non-invasive methods (e.g. active- or passive-source recordings
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of body or surface waves) rely on measurements recorded by single- or multistation arrays along the surface of the site; and therefore, do
not require drilling—thus, these methods are economically more viable and popular. That being said, using non-invasive methods requires
applying some form of inverse-modelling approach to estimate the seismic subsurface conditions (Garofalo et al. 2016a, b). Examples of
inversion methods that are used to date include the genetic algorithm method (Yamanaka & Ishida 1996), the stochastic direct search method,
which is based on the neighbourhood algorithm (e.g. Wathelet et al. 2004; Wathelet 2008); the uniform Monte Carlo method (e.g. Socco &
Boiero 2008), which finds an ensemble of models minimizing the data misfit; the ensemble Kalman inversion method (Seylabi et al. 2020),
which is an approximate Bayesian approach to find an ensemble of profiles that can capture the observational data within the introduced
noise level; and the fully Bayesian Markov chain Monte Carlo method (e.g. Molnar et al. 2010; Hallo et al. 2021), which provides the most
probable and quantitative uncertainty estimates of the VS profile.

In recent years, significant efforts have been made to use and evaluate various geophysical methods to constrain the 1-D velocity structure
at networks of seismic stations to understand and model better site effects in seismic hazard modelling. Examples are the site characterization
of strong motion stations in California, that is, the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA) project (Yong et al. 2013, hereafter
Y13), and in Switzerland (Michel et al. 2014; Hobiger et al. 2021). In the ARRA project, Y13 used multiple geophysical techniques to
develop composite experimental dispersion data at 191 strong-motion stations, 187 in California and four in the Central-Eastern United States
(CEUS). These ground motion station sites were selected based on their expected exceedance of 10 per cent of peak ground acceleration
(PGA) in 50 yr. The most important outcome of the project was VS-profile estimations in the upper 30 m, which were used to compute VS30 at
each station. More recently, Yong et al. (2019, hereafter Y19) studied a subset of 31 sites of Y13 to evaluate the precision of VS30 derived from
various non-invasive surface wave methods. For inverse analysis, Y13 and Y19, respectively, relied on linearized (local search and iteration)
and nonlinear (global search and optimization) routines (Wathelet et al. 2004). In both studies, the selection of model parameters—that is,
discretization of VS and VP profiles with five fixed thickness layers—and the quality assessment of the resultant profiles were primarily by
trial and error and based on a priori information (geology only) and the combination of calculated misfit values and visual assessments of the
quality of fit of the theoretical dispersion curve to the representative dispersion curve.

The main objective of this paper is to study improving the resolution of the 1-D VS profiles and calculated VS30 values at these previously
studied strong motion stations. To this end, we decided to use the ensemble Kalman inversion method to perform site characterization at 154
seismic stations in California using Y13 experimental dispersion data. At each site, we invert for an ensemble of subsurface models, and
compare the site characteristics—for example, dispersion curves, VP and VS profiles, and VS30—and their statistics against those of Y13 and
Y19.

With this introduction, in the following sections, we first provide details of the experimental dispersion data and discuss the inverse
problem formulation at hand. Then, we perform a detailed parametric study to examine the performance of the proposed method at one of
the sites. Lastly, we present results and their overall evaluations of 154 California seismic station sites.

2 E X P E R I M E N TA L D I S P E R S I O N DATA

The main element of this study is to determine site conditions by modelling VP and VS profiles and estimating the site VS30 values of 154
California seismic station sites (Fig. 1). Table 1 summarizes the list of the networks associated with the 187 California sites of the ARRA
project, their associated International Federation of Digital Seismograph Networks (FDSN) code, and the number of stations used in this
study. Among the 154 sites we use in this study, a subset of 31 sites was previously studied by Y19 shown as regular triangles in Fig. 1.

Fig. 2 shows the experimental dispersion data at the Y19 31 ground motion sites as functions of frequency and wavelength. As mentioned
above, in the ARRA project, more than one surface wave measurement technique was used for most of the stations. The dispersion data we
use in this study are the composite dispersion data for the fundamental mode of the Rayleigh wave velocity merged from different methods
by Yong and coworkers (personal communication 2020).

3 I N V E R S E P RO B L E M F O R M U L AT I O N

3.1 Ensemble Kalman-based algorithm

For site characterization using the ensemble Kalman method with constraints (Albers et al. 2019), we consider the problem of finding u from
observation y such that

y = G(u) + η , and Au ≤ g . (1)

u = {u1, u2, . . . , uk} is an array of k unknown/uncertain parameters (P- and S-wave velocities at each layer) to be estimated; A and g are
the coefficient matrix and upper-bound array of the imposed linear inequality constraints on u; y is the experimental dispersion data set that
consists of m phase velocity values of Rayleigh waves in the fundamental mode as a function of frequency; G is a nonlinear function of u
(referred to as the forward model) in a form of an array of length m that maps the parameter space u to the data set y and η is the noise array
represented as independent zero-mean Gaussian noise with covariance matrix � to approximate observational noise and modelling errors.

� = [βdiag(y)]2 (2)
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538 E. E. Bas et al.

Figure 1. Map of the strong motion station sites studied in this paper. Coloured triangles show all 154 seismic station sites in this study; regular triangles
represent the subset of 31 sites studied by Y19 (Yong et al. 2019) and inverted triangles indicate the remainder of 123 sites that are designated as the non-subset
of sites by Y13 (Yong et al. 2013); colour coding corresponds to National Earthquake Hazards Program (NEHRP) site classes B–D.

Table 1. Number of stations that are used in this study compared to Y13 (Yong et al. 2013).

FDSN Number of stations Number of stations Regional network
Code Used in this study Surveyed [Y13] Name

CI 109 131 Southern California Seismic Network (SCSN)
CE 24 25 California Strong Motion Instrumentation Program
NC 14 25 USGS Northern California Network (NCSN)
BK 2 2 Berkeley Digital Seismograph Network (BDSN)
PG 2 3 Central Coast Seismic Network, (PG&E)
AZ 1 1 ANZA Regional Network (ANZA)

where diag(y) is a diagonal matrix of size m × m with {yi }m
i=1 on diagonal and β is a scalar to determine the noise level or the coefficient of

variation in experimental data.
For forward modelling, we use the open-source Geopsy software (Wathelet et al. 2020) to compute the theoretical dispersion curves,

which uses the transfer matrix approach developed by Thomson (1950) and Haskell (1953), and later modified by Dunkin (1965) and Knopoff
(1964). To solve the inverse problem, we use the ensemble Kalman inversion method (Iglesias et al. 2013), pioneered in the oil reservoir
community (Chen & Oliver 2012; Emerick & Reynolds 2013). We provide the details of this algorithm and successful imposition of a priori
knowledge in a form of inequality and equality constraints in Albers et al. (2019); Seylabi et al. (2020).

In this algorithm, we first generate an initial ensemble of N particles {u(n)
0 }N

n=1 at iteration j = 0. Considering a horizontally layered soil
with r layers, each particle is an array of size k = 2r including P- and S-wave velocities of each layer. To generate the initial ensemble of N
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Figure 2. Experimental dispersion data for Y19 (Yong et al. 2019) 31 ground motion sites: (a) phase velocity versus frequency; and (b) phase velocity versus
wavelength.

particles, we consider uniform distribution for each parameter. Then, at each iteration j, we use the forward model predictions {G(u(n)
j )}N

n=1

and the experimental dispersion data y to update these particles sequentially based on the prediction error y − G(un
j ) of each particle. G(u(n)

j )
uses the nth particle (VP and VS profiles) to compute the theoretical dispersion curve. Then, we use the prediction error along with the Kalman
gain Cuw

j+1(Cww
j+1 + �)−1 to correct each particle as follows:

u(n)
j+1 = u(n)

j + Cuw
j+1

(
Cww

j+1 + �
)−1

(
y − G

(
u(n)

j

))
for n = 1, . . . , N . (3)

Cuw
j+1 and Cww

j+1 are empirical covariance matrices that can be computed at each iteration based on predictions and the ensemble and forward
model means, that is, ū j+1 and Ḡ j , using the following equations.

Cuw
j+1 = 1

N

N∑
n=1

(
u(n)

j − ū j+1

)
⊗

(
G

(
u(n)

j

)
− Ḡ j

)
(4)

Cww
j+1 = 1

N

N∑
n=1

(
G

(
u(n)

j

)
− Ḡ j

)
⊗

(
G

(
u(n)

j

)
− Ḡ j

)
(5)

where ⊗ stands for the outer product and

ū j+1 = 1

N

N∑
n=1

u(n)
j , Ḡ j = 1

N

N∑
n=1

G
(

u(n)
j

)
. (6)

After updating each particle using the Kalman gain and forward model prediction error, it is possible that the corrected particle does not
satisfy the enforced constraint, that is, Au(n)

j+1 > g. For violating particles, we repeat the previous step, and instead of using eq. (3), we solve
a constrained quadratic programming optimization problem to update each particle. Detailed explanation of the underlying optimization
problem can be found in Albers et al. (2019) and Seylabi et al. (2020). After updating all particles at iteration j, we move to the next iteration.
As a result, we iteratively update an ensemble of VS and VP profiles to find N most probable profiles that minimize the error between the
forward model’s prediction and experimental dispersion data conditioned on the introduced noise level and constraints. In this paper, we set
the maximum number of iterations to 100 to ensure the ensemble mean stabilizes around the final estimates.

3.2 Parameter space

For VS and VP estimation, we discretize the soil subsurface with r − 1 horizontal layers with fixed thickness and the half-space. We also
assume subsurface soil at all sites to be normally dispersive and therefore VS and VP increase monotonically with depth. Enforcing the fixed
layer thickness and monotonically increasing profiles will help improve the well-posedness of the inverse problem at hand, which will be
discussed further in the next sections. As such, we enforce the following constraints.
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VS,i ≤ VS,i+1 for i = 1, ..., r − 1, VS,1 ≥ 50, VS,r ≤ 3500 (7)

VP,i ≤ VP,i+1 for i = 1, ..., r − 1 . (8)

We assume the mass density ρ = 2000 kg m−3 for all layers, and to enforce the constraint on the Poisson’s ratio, we consider the
following inequality in each layer:

VP,i

VS,i
=

√
2 − 2ν

1 − 2ν
, ν ≥ 0.18 → VP,i

VS,i
≥ 1.6 for i = 1, . . . , r. (9)

We set these constraints in a form of Au ≤ g where uT = [VS, 1, . . . , VS, r, VP, 1, . . . , VP, r] is a vector of size 2r, A is a coefficient matrix
of size 3r × 2r and g is an upper-bound vector of size 3r. We use a uniform distribution to generate the initial ensemble of particles to be
used in inverse analysis. That is,

P(VS,i ) = 200
√

zi
dres

[s1 + s2U (0, 1)] [m s−1], i = 1, . . . , r (10)

P(VP,i ) = 200
√

zi
dres

[p1 + p2U (0, 1)] [m s−1], i = 1, . . . , r. (11)

where U(0, 1) is the uniform distribution between 0 and 1, zi is the depth to the bottom of layer i, dres is the resolution depth, and s1, s2, p1

and p2 are used to define the lower and upper bounds of the initial ensemble. To study the inverse problem dependence on the initial model,
we considered two sets of parameters to define the initial models.

Initial Model [1]: s1 = 2, s2 = 15, p1 = 4, p2 = 30 , (12)

Initial Model [2]: s1 = 1, s2 = 7.5, p1 = 2, p2 = 15 . (13)

At j = 0 (i.e. first iteration), if any of the randomly generated particles u(n)
0,initial does not satisfy the enforced constraints in eqs (7)–(9), we

solve a quadratic programming problem to find the closest particle that satisfies the constraints. That is

u(n)
0 =

⎧⎨
⎩

u(n)
0,initial if Au(n)

0,initial ≤ g

argmin
u

(
1
2 uT u − (u(n)

0,initial)
T u

)
subject to Au ≤ g if Au(n)

0,initial > g . (14)

3.3 Resolution depth and layer thickness

For site characterization using dispersion data, the analyst typically decides on the number of layers, the layer thicknesses and the resolution
depth (i.e. maximum depth of the soil profile) for the site of interest. Cox & Teague (2016) suggested setting the resolution depth to one-third
or one-half of the maximum resolved wavelength (λmax ) in the phase velocity. Fig. 3(a) shows the upper bound (λmax /2) and lower bound
(λmax /3) suggested values for the 31 sites in California studied by Y19. In this paper, we use the upper bound (λmax /2) value rounded to the
nearest fifth, and set it as the resolution depth. Fig. 3(b) shows the one-third of the minimum resolved wavelength at these sites, which can be
used to determine the minimum thickness.

Ideally, layer thickness should be considered as a parameter to be estimated in the inversion process. However, this may result in a highly
nonlinear and poorly constrained inverse problem. In this work, where we only use the fundamental mode of the Rayleigh wave dispersion
data, we decide to prescribe the layer thickness. Since we do not know the location of the impedance contrasts within the resolution depth,
we decide to use a uniform layer thickness of 5 m throughout the depth except at near-surface layers with z ≤ 30 m where we consider two
configurations as follows:

Configuration [1]: �h = 5m for 0 ≤ z ≤ dres (15)

Configuration [2]: �h = 1m for 0 ≤ z ≤ 30m, �h = 5m for 30m ≤ z ≤ dres . (16)

As shown in Configuration [2], we decrease the layer thickness to 1 m at a depth of less than 30 m to capture experimental dispersion data
at high frequencies. We discuss the performance of this model in capturing dispersion data in the following sections. Fig. 3(b) shows the
adequacy of 1m as the minimum layer thickness. As we go deeper, we will not need thin layering, except for locating abrupt stiffness changes
if learnable from dispersion data, and its plain use may result in a highly nonlinear inverse problem. The monotonically increasing constraints
implemented here will help reduce the adverse consequences of this strategy but will not allow us to detect soft zones within the profile.
Although not considered in this study, to accommodate this condition, one may relax the monotonically increasing condition by changing
eqs (7) and (8) as follows with α and β greater than one (Seylabi et al. 2022).

VS,i ≤ αVS,i+1 for i = 1, ..., r − 1, VS,1 ≥ 50, VS,r ≤ 3500 (17)

VP,i ≤ βVP,i+1 for i = 1, ..., r − 1 . (18)
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3. Wavelength information at Y19 (Yong et al. 2019) 31 ground motion stations: (a) one-third and one-half of the maximum wavelength used to
determine the resolution depth and (b) one-third of the minimum wavelength used to determine minimum layer thickness.

4 S I T E C O N D I T I O N S AT S T RO N G M O T I O N S TAT I O N S I N C A L I F O R N I A

In this section, we use the algorithm and parametrization discussed in Section 3 for site characterization at 154 strong motion stations
in California. To this end, we first perform a detailed parametric study at one of the sites. Then, we perform a comparative study for 31
sites considered in Y19, and we lastly present an overall evaluation of the estimation results for the remaining ground motion station sites
considered in Y13.

4.1 Parametric study at UC Riverside strong motion station

We chose UC Riverside strong motion station (CI.RSB) to perform a parametric study on the parameter space of the inverse problem at
hand. CI.RSB is located in alluvial sand and gravelly sand deposits. Competent granitic rock is located at a depth of about 88–90 m based on
borehole PS suspension log (Day et al. 1999). Y13 utilized different geophysical methods, including multichannel analysis of surface waves
(MASW) and linear and L-shaped passive surface wave arrays, to determine a representative Rayleigh wave dispersion curve at this site.
We use this representative composite dispersion curve as experimental dispersion data to estimate VS and VP profiles at this site up to the
resolution depth of 75 m.

We first generate the initial ensemble to start the inversion considering 100 particles, that is, 100 VS and VP profiles generated using
eqs (10)–(13). Fig. 4 shows two initial models of VS and VP profiles for Configuration [2] before and after enforcing the constraints based
on eq. (14), and the resulting dispersion curves compared to the representative (experimental) dispersion data at this site. For VS and VP, the
mean profile is the mean of the ensemble of 100 particles (profiles), and for the dispersion curve, the mean curve is computed using the mean
velocity profiles. As shown, Initial Model [2] samples lower velocities than the Initial Model [1]. To take the uncertainty of the experimental
dispersion data into account, we decide to consider two β values of 0.01 and 0.1 in the inversion algorithm. This value is used to compute the
covariance matrix � for scaling the prediction error misfit function of the ensemble Kalman inversion algorithm.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4. Configuration [2] initial models at CI.RSB station: (a) ensembles of VS, VP and dispersion and their mean profiles before and after enforcing the
constraints for Initial Model [1]; (b) ensembles of VS, VP and dispersion and their mean profiles before and after enforcing the constraints for Initial Model [2].
In the legend, [U] stands for unconstrained and [C] stands for constrained profiles according to eq. (14).

Furthermore, to study the effects of using different inversion algorithms, we use the ‘dinver’ routine of the Geopsy software (Wathelet
et al. 2020) to estimate VS and VP profiles at the same site. In doing so, we again consider two configurations: Configuration [1] is the same
as the one defined above, while in Configuration [2], we decide to use a layer thickness of 2.5 m from zero to the depth of 30 m since using a
thickness of 1m resulted in convergence issues that we could not resolve. We use the lower and upper bounds shown in Fig. 4(a) to define the
range of VS and VP at each layer. We also consider standard deviation of 10 per cent (similar to considering β = 0.1) to introduce uncertainty
to the experimental dispersion data. Figs 5 and 6 show the results of estimated VS and VP profiles for the ensemble Kalman method and
considered initial models, configurations, and noise levels. In the legend, [i][j] stands for Configuration [i] and Initial Model [j]. As shown
in these figures, the estimated VS profiles are in good agreement with each other, and, as expected, the standard deviation of final ensembles
increase as a function of depth and β. Contrary to estimated VS profiles, the VP profiles show a significant dependence on the initial model and
uncertainties. Solution multiplicity for VP estimation demonstrates the lower sensitivity of the fundamental mode of dispersion data to P-wave
velocity. The figures also compare estimation results against the suspension log data. Observed discrepancies should be mainly because the
suspension log data were point measurements 85 m apart from the strong motion station while experimental dispersion data were based on
arrays with lengths ranging from 47 to 138 m.

Fig. 7, on the other hand, shows the best 100 (the same as the total number of particles used in the ensemble Kalman-based method)
VS and VP profiles estimated using the ‘dinver’ routine. Comparison of this figure against Fig. 6 shows that the estimated VS profiles and
the uncertainties are similar except at depths greater than 50 m. Moreover, as shown in the figure, using different configurations in the
‘dinver’algorithm resulted in different VP solutions with significantly larger standard deviations compared to the ensemble Kalman-based
results.

Lastly, Fig. 8 shows the comparison of computed dispersion curves using the estimated profiles of Figs 5–7 against the experimental
dispersion data and those computed using the two suspension log profiles. As shown, Configuration [2] profiles capture the high-frequency
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 5. Ensemble Kalman-based site characterization at CI.RSB station for β = 0.01: (a) estimated VS ensemble and mean profiles; (b) standard deviation
of the estimated VS ensemble profiles; (c) estimated VP ensemble and mean profiles and (d) standard deviation of the estimated VP ensemble profiles. In the
legend, [i][j] stands for Configuration [i] and Initial Model [j], i, j=1, 2.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 6. Ensemble Kalman-based site characterization at CI.RSB station for β = 0.1: (a) estimated VS ensemble and mean profiles; (b) standard deviation
of the estimated VS ensemble profiles; (c) estimated VP ensemble and mean profiles and (d) standard deviation of the estimated VP ensemble profiles. In the
legend, [i][j] stands for Configuration [i] and Initial Model [j], i, j=1, 2.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 7. Dinver-based site characterization at CI.RSB station: (a) 100 best-fit VS profiles and their mean profile; (b) standard deviation of 100 best-fit VS

profiles; (c) 100 best-fit VP profiles and their mean profile and (d) standard deviation of 100 best-fit VP profiles.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 8. Computed dispersion curves for considered inversion algorithms, initial models, configurations and noise levels along the experimental dispersion
data and those computed using the suspension log data. In the legend, σ is 1 per cent of experimental data in (a) and 10 per cent of experimental data in (b) and
(c).

dispersion data better within the introduced uncertainty to the experimental data, and the good agreement of the computed dispersion curves
from different initial models supports inadequacy of the considered data to constrain the VP profile.

To summarize, this parametric study shows that: (1) estimated VS profiles from different initial models and configurations follow similar
trends while estimated VP profiles suffer from solution multiplicity; (2) using layer thickness of 1 m does not affect the well-posedness of the
inverse problem adversely and helps improve the resolution of estimated profiles in capturing dispersion data at higher frequencies; (3) the
ensemble Kalman and ‘dinver’-based results are comparable in terms of the estimated profiles; however, using the ensemble Kalman method
may result in a lower estimation of uncertainties for VS at deep layers and for VP over the whole depth; (4) using the ensemble Kalman method
can help invert for uncertainty-consistent profiles; as shown, the misfit of dispersion curves for β = 0.01 (Fig. 8a) is significantly smaller
than those for β = 0.1 (Fig. 8b) and therefore the standard deviation of the estimated profiles are smaller (Figs 5 and 6) and (5) although the
ensemble Kalman method is an approximate Bayesian method, introducing a priori knowledge in a form of constraints on VS and VP profiles,
beyond simple lower and upper bound limits, is straightforward and can help improve the well-posedness of the problem.

Finally, it should be noted that in this study we only use a single data set based on the phase velocity of the Rayleigh waves in the
fundamental mode. The joint inversion of multiple complementary data sets (e.g. Love and Rayleigh dispersion data and ellipticity curves)
can also help further improve the well-posedness of surface-wave based site characterization methods (e.g. Michel et al. 2014; Hobiger et al.
2021; Hallo et al. 2021), and using fully Bayesian approaches can help characterize the posterior distribution of estimated profiles and their
uncertainties more accurately (e.g. Molnar et al. 2010; Hallo et al. 2021).

4.2 Y19 31 sites in California

Now, we present our inversion results for 30 more station sites, in addition to CI.RSB station, located in California (Fig. 1) and compare them
against velocity models developed by Y13 and Y19. In Y19, the number of methods at any given location varies between two and four, yielding
five different methods to characterize the sites. These methods are based on active source approaches, including MASW and spectral analysis
of surface waves (SASW), and passive methods, including the spatial auto-correlation (SPAC), extended spatial auto-correlation (ESAC), and
the refraction microtremor (ReMi) techniques. As discussed before, in Y13, various commercial surface wave modelling packages based on
linearized inversion techniques were used; and, in Y19, the nonlinear inversion-based ‘dinver’ routine of the Geopsy software was exclusively
used to estimate VS and VP. A detailed explanation of Y13 models and underlying assumptions can be found in appendix A of Y13.

Based on the parametric study conducted at CI.RSB site, we decide to show the inversion results for β = 0.1 to take the upper bound
of the uncertainty of the representative dispersion data and its effects on the estimated profiles into account. Again, we consider two initial
models for each configuration at each site. Therefore, we estimate 200 VS and VP profiles for each configuration. Figs 9–11 show the estimated
VS and VP profiles for each configuration and their performance in capturing the experimental dispersion data. As shown in Fig. 9, the mean
of the estimated VS profiles from both configurations have similar trends and, as expected, the breadth of the final ensemble for each case
increases with depth, showing less sensitivity of dispersion data to constrain layers closer to the resolution depth at each site. As shown in
Fig. 10, at most sites, the estimated VP profiles suffer from solution multiplicity. Despite differences in VP estimation and relatively large
standard deviation of estimated VS profiles, the computed dispersion curves agree well with the experimental dispersion data within the
introduced confidence, and at all sites, using the second configuration help capture the experimental data reasonably well at high frequencies.
This shows the adequacy of the introduced refinement in the first 30 m. Our results also suggest that increasing the number of layers does not
adversely affect the learning accuracy in VS estimation, as all models resulted in similar profiles and help locate abrupt changes if learnable
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Figure 9. Comparison of VS profiles for (1) CE.11684, (2) CE.12076, (3) CE.12108, (4) CE.12952, (5) CE.23958, (6) CE.24965, (7) CE.24967, (8) CI.NJQ,
(9) CI.SHO, (10) CI.BAK, (11) CI.BOM, (12) CI.CHN, (13) NC.CNI, (14) CI.DAN, (15) CI.DNR, (16) CI.DVT, (17) CI.ERR, (18) CI.LCP, (19) CI.LUG, (20)
CI.MSJ, (21) CI.NBS, (22) CI.NSS2, (23) NC.PHOB (24) CI.PLC, (25) CI.RRX, (26) CI.SLB, (27) PG.SHD., (28) CI.SMM, (29) CI.TFT and (30) CI.VCS.
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Figure 10. Comparison of VP profiles for (1) CE.11684, (2) CE.12076, (3) CE.12108, (4) CE.12952, (5) CE.23958, (6) CE.24965, (7) CE.24967, (8) CI.NJQ,
(9) CI.SHO, (10) CI.BAK, (11) CI.BOM, (12) CI.CHN, (13) NC.CNI, (14) CI.DAN, (15) CI.DNR, (16) CI.DVT, (17) CI.ERR, (18) CI.LCP, (19) CI.LUG, (20)
CI.MSJ, (21) CI.NBS, (22) CI.NSS2, (23) NC.PHOB, (24) CI.PLC, (25) CI.RRX, (26) CI.SLB, (27) PG.SHD., (28) CI.SMM, (29) CI.TFT and (30) CI.VCS.
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Figure 11. Comparison of dispersion curves for (1) CE.11684, (2) CE.12076, (3) CE.12108, (4) CE.12952, (5) CE.23958, (6) CE.24965, (7) CE.24967, (8)
CI.NJQ, (9) CI.SHO, (10) CI.BAK, (11) CI.BOM, (12) CI.CHN, (13) NC.CNI, (14) CI.DAN, (15) CI.DNR, (16) CI.DVT, (17) CI.ERR, (18) CI.LCP, (19)
CI.LUG, (20) CI.MSJ, (21) CI.NBS, (22) CI.NSS2, (23) NC.PHOB, (24) CI.PLC, (25) CI.RRX, (26) CI.SLB, (27) PG.SHD., (28) CI.SMM, (29) CI.TFT and
(30) CI.VCS.
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Figure 12. Comparison of computed VS30 values to those reported by Y13 (Yong et al. 2013) and Y19 (Yong et al. 2019) and eq. (19). The boxplot indicates
the median, the lower and upper quartiles, and the minimum and maximum of VS30 statistics.

from the dispersion data. This can be attributed to the introduced constraints on the parametrization space and to the fact that in its most basic
form, the ensemble Kalman inversion regularizes unsuitable inverse problems through the subspace property for which the solution found is
in the linear span of the initial ensemble employed (Chada et al. 2020).

Comparing the results against those reported by Y13 and Y19, it is noted that in most cases, the Y13 models are in better agreement
than the Y19 models, and at three sites (CE.24965, CE.24967 and PG.SHD), both Y13 and Y19 show significant impedance contrast while
our results show smooth transition causing discrepancies in locating the depth of bedrock. These discrepancies are mainly due to prescribing
the bedrock half-space depth a priori in Y13 and Y19. As discussed in detail in appendix A of the Y13 report, the bedrock depth at these
three sites has been prescribed at 55, 60 and 35 m based on the geological conditions and observations, while in this study, we discretize the
profile uniformly up to the resolution depth allowing smoother transition to the bedrock velocity (if any).

At each site, VS30 can be computed using the estimated VS profiles. Fig. 12 shows the statistics of the inversion-based VS30 values
computed using 400 profiles associated with the two configurations, against those reported by Y13 and Y19, and eq. (19) proposed by Brown
et al. (2000).

VS30 = 1.076VR36 (19)

where VR36 is the experimental phase velocity of Rayleigh wave fundamental mode for wavelength λ = 36 m. As shown, the uncertainty in
computed VS30 values are small compared to those associated with the VS profile (Garofalo et al. 2016b) and in good agreement with those
obtained using other methods.

4.3 Y13 123 sites in California

In Section 4.2, we discussed the inversion results for a subset of stations studied by Y19 and presented the estimated VS and VP profiles. In
this section, we provide the estimation results for the remaining 123 ground motion station sites studied by Y13. In doing so, we use the
same procedure to estimate VS and VP, and since the results of the second configuration could capture high-frequency dispersion data better,
we decide to only use Configuration [2] with two initial models in this section. Therefore, at each site, in total, 200 VS and VP profiles will
be estimated. Again we set β = 0.1 to take dispersion uncertainties into account. Due to space limitations, here we only discuss the overall
performance of the models in capturing experimental dispersion data and how the computed VS30 values compare against those reported in
Y13. We will share tabulated data for estimated VS and VP profiles at all 154 sites online and at the second author’s Github account (Section 5).

Considering the 200 estimated profiles, we can study the misfit of the dispersion curve of each profile compared to the experimental
data. In doing so, we use the Pearson’s correlation coefficient r (Press et al. 1992) to determine the correlation between the experimental
and theoretical dispersion data where r = 1 means that the computed dispersion curves and experimental data are directly correlated and r
= 0 means that they are uncorrelated. All computed r values are close to 1 with their median greater than 0.97, demonstrating the success
of inverted profiles in the final ensemble in capturing experimental data. At each site, we also compute the VS30 of each profile in the final
ensembles (i.e. 200 profiles). Fig. 13 shows the statistics of computed velocities compared to those reported by Y13 and eq. (19). As shown,
eq. (19) and inversion-based results of our study are in good agreement; and, there are only three sites that the computed VS30 values are
noticeably different from those reported by Y13. Taking a closer look at these sites (Fig. 14) revealed that, the VS30 values reported by Y13
are not necessarily computed from VS profiles obtained by the inversion of Rayleigh wave dispersion data. At NC.PSM site, the reported VS30

is based on P-wave seismic refraction results since surface wave techniques did not appear to be effective due to significant lateral velocity
variations beneath the test array. At NC.JBMC site, the inverted profile from Love wave dispersion data is used to report VS30 while, at CI.SLR
site, the inverted profiles from both Love and Rayleigh wave dispersion data were used to compute the VS30. This is while the reported VS30
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Figure 13. Comparison of computed VS30 values to those reported by Y13 (Yong et al. 2013) and eq. (19). The boxplot indicates the median, the lower and
upper quartiles, and the minimum and maximum of VS30 statistics. Specified sites have shown more Vs30 discrepancies among different methods.

values in this work are all based on the inversion of Rayleigh wave dispersion data. These discrepancies are the main reason for higher errors
observed at these three sites and indicate more complex geology conditions revealed on inverted profiles using different data sets.

5 S U M M A RY A N D C O N C LU D I N G R E M A R K S

This study used an ensemble Kalman inversion method for near-surface characterization of 154 ground motion station sites in California.
These sites were from the ARRA site characterization project selected based on their expected exceedance of 10 per cent PGA in 50 yr.
Y13 and Y19 have previously studied these sites where they used linearized (local search and iteration) and nonlinear (global search and
optimization) routines, respectively, to estimate VS and VP from experimental dispersion data. In both studies, the selection of model parameters
was primarily by trial and error and based on a priori information (geology only) and the combination of calculated misfit values and visual
assessments of the quality of fit of the theoretical to the experimental dispersion curve.

In this study, contrary to these two studies, we used an approximate Bayesian method at each site to assimilate experimental dispersion
data to sequentially update an ensemble of profiles spanning the VS and VP parameter spaces. Doing so, we estimated the most probable profiles
conditioned on the experimental dispersion data, the introduced uncertainty, and a priori knowledge in the form of physical constraints. The
resolvable experimental dispersion data were at the frequency range of 2–100 Hz, and we set the resolution depth to half of the maximum
discernible wavelength of the available dispersion data at each site. Through a detailed parametric study at the CI.RSB site, we studied
the performance of the algorithm in estimating the VS and VP profiles and associated uncertainties in comparison to the suspension log
data measured close by and the inversion results of the ‘dinver’ routine of the Geopsy software. In doing so, we considered two different
configurations for discretizing VS and VP profiles from the surface to the resolution depth, two different initial models to start the algorithm
from each configuration, and two noise levels for the experimental dispersion data. This parametric study showed that (1) estimated VS profiles
from different initial models and configurations followed similar trends while estimated VP profiles suffered from solution multiplicity; (2)
using layer thickness of 1 m did not affect the well-posedness of the inverse problem adversely and helped improve the resolution of estimated
profiles in capturing dispersion data at higher frequencies; (3) the ensemble Kalman and ‘dinver’-based results were comparable in terms of
the estimated profiles; however, using the ensemble Kalman method resulted in lower estimation of uncertainties for VS at layers close to
the resolution depth and for the whole VP profile and lastly (4) using the ensemble Kalman method helped invert for uncertainty-consistent
profiles based on the introduced noise level β or the coefficient of variation for the experimental data.

After completing the parametric study, we used the discussed configurations to perform site characterization at 154 sites studied by Y13
and Y19 and discussed observed discrepancies in estimated VS, VP and VS30 profiles using different methods. In most cases, the Y13 models
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Figure 14. Comparison of VS and VP profile and dispersion curves for (1) NC.JBMC, (2) NC.PSM and (3) CI.SLR; in the legend, [Y13] Rayleigh wave stands
for profiles obtained from the inversion of the Rayleigh wave dispersion data, and [Y13]. Others stands for profiles obtained from the inversion of other data
sets.

were in better agreement with inverted profiles than the Y19 models. As discussed in detail, the strong impedance contrasts observed in Y13
and Y19 models were mainly because of prescribing the bedrock half-space depth a priori in these models. Using the proposed method in
this paper, one did not need to specify this depth a priori, which in turn resulted in better detection and a smoother transition to the bedrock if
learnable from the experimental dispersion data. Furthermore, computed VS30 values at each site showed smaller uncertainties compared to
those associated with the VS profiles and good agreement with the proxy proposed by Brown et al. (2000).

In conclusion, this study provides 1-D VS profiles at a network of 154 strong motion stations in California with higher resolution up to
the resolution depth compared to Y13 and Y19, and with better quantification of uncertainties assuming 10 per cent coefficient of variation
for the experimental dispersion data at these sites.
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